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Bob the sleepwalker has lost his way to his bed.
Step in Subob and save him. "Back to Bed" is an
artistic 3D puzzle game with a surreal twist. Bob

the sleepwalker is an unlucky narcoleptic who has
a tendency of falling asleep in his boring office

and then proceeding to sleepwalk into the
dangers of the big city. Luckily, Bob has a
subconscious guardian named Subob, who

protects the sleepwalker and guides him back to
the safety of his bed. The ever-vigilant Subob

must lead Bob on a journey through a series of
surreal painting-like cityscapes, where the

boundary between Bob's dreams and reality have
vanished. Unique surreal and artistic game Play in

a piece of art set in a digital frame, that mixes
elements from the real world and the world of

dreams to create something unique and surreal.
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Mind-bending Isometric Levels Navigate detailed
3D puzzles that defy the laws of physics, wherein

the player must manipulate the strange
environment to create a safe path for Bob and

avoid the dangers of the puzzle. Two Characters
As One Play as the embodied subconsciousness,

in the form of a small guardian creature, trying to
save its own sleepwalking body from dangers of

the dream world. How to play Powered by Unity, a
popular game engine. How to read it All

instructions are in-game. Left-click to interact with
anything in the game. Support If you want to

share your feedback and leave a comment, you
can visit our website at: If you want to learn more
about the game, visit these websites: Facebook:

Instagram: Twitter: Tumblr: Youtube: published:10
Jan 2017 views:2565 Can you solve the "Tilt" Back
to Bed game? Back to Bed Game is a cool looking

puzzle/sliding
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Back To Bed Features Key:
Back to Bed is a board game that takes up 1 to 2 players...

Players take turns trying to pass a health bar of bar of damage...

Ending Game is triggered when the health bar is 0...
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Each player owns their own health bar.

Health bars can be healed by defeating enemies.

Back to Bed Board Game Rules:

GETTING IN THE GAME

Setup

1. Setup the play board as needed.
2. Get the players to compare weapons.
3. Put rings around the board edges (see video below!). This will be your Home and enemy Home

positions.

Gameplay

1. Each player has a health bar for their life. A health bar of 0 is game over.
2. Each play has their own health bar. This is an addition to the playboard and will be incremented by

defeating enemies and healed by healing rings.

Health & Healing Rings

1. There are two ways your health bar will heal itself.
2. The ring healing is done by clicking on the ring and the health bar will recover. The amount of health

recovered will be proportional to how much health is in the ring.
3. The incoming damage from enemies will do small random amount of damage to the health bar.

Videos

Video 1: game setup

To get the game to work both players have to each have the same rings set up.

ie- One player is starting on the bottom-right corner and the other on the bottom-left corner.

The game levels out at around 5 minutes.
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